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TO PROSPECTIVE BUYERS: You will be bound by the terms and conditions of this sale, as detailed on this page.
Please read and be familiar with them!

Terms & Conditions
 Please obtain a buyer’s number at the office prior to the auction.
You must have a buyer’s number in order to purchase horses. A
driver’s license or some other form of positive identification will be
required. Sale management reserves the right to refuse buyers.
 Must be 16 years old in order to obtain a buyer’s number.
 If you cannot attend the sale in person, we urge you to make arrangements with Agape Boarding School prior to sale day for proxy
bid or telephone bidding. For telephone bids, call 307-949-0602.
 The order of the auction may not be consecutive with the corresponding numbers of each horse as listed in the catalog.
 The highest bidder will become owner. If any dispute arises between bidders, sole authority is reserved by the auctioneer to settle
the dispute, as he sees fit. His decision shall be final, and he also
reserves the right to reject any or all bids. Horses are offered for
sale according to Missouri law, and sellers reserve the right to bid in
this sale.
 Title passes to buyer at the fall of the hammer, at which time buyer
assumes all expense, risk and responsibility for the horse, but no
loading or delivery will be made until final settlement and payment
has been completed. Delays in removing horses from the sale site
must be approved by sale management. The buyer must make arrangements for the care, loading, and delivery of horse(s) not taken
on sale day. Halters and lead ropes will be provided by seller.
 All accounts must be paid (in U.S. funds) immediately following
the sale, via cash or personal check with valid ID. WE CANNOT
ACCEPT PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD.








each horse. Horses registered with the American Quarter Horse
Assoc. (AQHA) are subject to a $15 transfer fee, which will be assessed to the buyer along with awarded bid payment.
Transfers for cash payments will be given to the buyer immediately
after the sale. Transfers for check payments will be held until bank
deposit is cleared, a process that normally takes two weeks. Upon
completion of transfer, registration papers will be sent to buyer directly from AQHA. Upon receipt of registration, buyers should
check the paper information for each horse purchased and report any
discrepancies directly to AQHA.
All horses will have papers showing a negative Coggins test.
Out-of-State health papers are the responsibility of the buyer.
The sale management and auctioneer act as agents for the seller, but
assume no liability for either buyer or seller. Any representations
made by the sales management are made on behalf of the seller.
Every effort has been made to ensure correctness of the catalog, but
sellers assume no responsibility for errors or omissions. In case
typographical or other errors are discovered in the printed sale catalog, efforts will be made to have the auctioneer announce them.
Buyers are advised to pay close attention to such announcements, as
statements made on sale day take precedence over printed material.
All persons attending the sale do so at their own risk. No liability,
legal or otherwise, will be assumed by the owners, sale management,
Agape Boarding School, nor any person(s) connected with the sale
for any accidents to persons or property that may occur.

 A copy of the registration paper will be provided to the buyer of

Address:
12998 E. 1400 Road
Stockton, MO 65785

Featuring

Clinician Curt Pate

We are very excited to have Curt Pate come and put on a clinic for our boys. This
Clinic will be directed toward our boys but will also serve as a preview of our horses
that will be in the sale. The clinic will be absolutely free for spectators to watch, to
learn, and to ask questions as one of the greater clinicians of our time shares his
knowledge and expertise with our boys and those that wish attend. Please do not bring
any horses with you. Only the sale colts will be allowed in the clinic.
This is a wonderful opportunity to improve both your stockmanship and your horsemanship. You will also have a chance to see how our colts respond to different situations involving cattle, ropes, and obstacles.
Even if you have little interest in buying a horse, you will not want to miss this opportunity.

“For more than a decade, Curt Pate has been conducting demonstrations and clinics on stockmanship, colt starting, horsemanship, and safety. His abilities conducting both horsemanship
and stockmanship demonstrations along with his ability as an effective communicator have
made him a sought after clinician both on the national and international scene.”
- Jill Scofield, Article from Curt Pate Stockmanship Website

Prizes To Be Given Away During the Auction
The sale will kick off at 2:00pm. During the sale, we will be raffling off many
prizes. All you need is to be present with a registered
buyer’s number in order to be eligible for the drawings. Of course, there is no
charge to obtain a buyer’s number. Be sure to be in your seats at 2:00pm sharp
as we will be drawing a name for the Tom Balding snaffle bit with custom
headstall at the start of the sale. There will be a drawing for a different prize
between each horse that is auctioned off.
The last and final prize to be given away will be a handmade saddle that was
made specifically for this sale. It will be awarded to the
winner of the high selling horse.*
*Only the horses that are being sold by Agape are eligible for this prize. Outside consignments not eligible.

Some of the Prizes to be Offered:


Tom Balding Bit and
Handmade Headstall
 Moore Maker Knife
 Spyderco Knife
 Pelican Cooler






Quality Felt Hat
Ranch Caps
Diamond Wool Saddle Pad
Much More...

The Ride Prosperously Equine Booster
Production Sale
We call it the “Ride Prosperously Production Sale” because our program is
designed to utilize the kinship a boy is able to find with a young horse as an
opening to instill Biblical principles that will enable him to “ride prosperously”
through life. It is also our desire to raise and start good ranch colts that will
help you “ride prosperously” on the ranch, in the arena, or on the trail.
Ten percent (10%) of the proceeds will be go into an account for the boy that
trained the horse and all the rest of the proceeds will go directly back into the
Agape Ranch horse program to give the hope of a prosperous life to the next
generation of struggling teenage boys.
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Agape Poco Penny

Sorrel Mare
Foaled: 04/11/2014
Owner: Agape Boarding School

SWEET TO BEAT
(1975) 1106861
SWEETS LAST HURRAH
(1997) 35766170
LA TOYA
(1981) 1780366

BILLS POCO TONA
(1982) 2012902
STARFIRE TONA
(2002) 4262504
STARS WINGED GLORY
(1992) 3143419

HARD TO BEAT
(1966) 0401006
SWEETGUM
(1964) 0307053
SONNYS GALLANT MAN
(1977) 1266008
TOYA JO TWIST
(1969) 0629343
POCO PLAN
(1964) 0318815
BILL’S TONA
(1970) 0714646
KINGS STARFIRE
(1986) 2491755
DOMINOS DUSKY DELL
(1989) 2828737

This young mare puts “grit” in the word gritty. She is not very big but she has a big heart. Penny has always had a little bit of an attitude and has been a little difficult for some of our boys to ride so she has been mostly ridden by ranch instructors. She is very smart and
willing but can be a little watchy. It wasn’t until we put Penny on cows that we realized where best to direct her attitude. She likes
working cows and really pays attention to them. We have used her to rope and tag calves, and drug several calves to the fire and found
that she pulls like a big horse. This horse moves very fluently and is really in control of her feet. She has a fast walk and a smooth trot.
Penny is not for a beginner but has tremendous potential to go any direction.
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Agape Poco Glory

Palomino Mare
Foaled: 06/07/2015
Owner: Agape Boarding School

TABANOS JESSIE
(1991) 2993950
JESSIE JIMMY
(2006) 4856671
JESSIE SQUARED
(1992) 3082275

CUTTER BILLSAN
(1998) 3693383
CUTTERS POCO DOLLY
(2007) 4936987
POCO TEJAS CASTOR
(1998) 3706475

COLLINS JESSIE
(1969) 0649636
CHARLIES JOY
(1976) 1392468
COLLINS JESSIE
(1969) 0649636
JESSICA JIMMY
(1969) 0620234
CUTTER RAGS
(1975) 1143437
SMOOTH CUTTER SAN
(1986) 2515463
POCO OJOS GRANDE
(1969) 0634299
LUCKY ROAN DOLLY
(1979) 1455396

This palomino filly has probably had the least amount of time spent on her of all the horses in the sale. She is going to be a good stout
mare. She has solid feet and good bones. She is a friendly mare and is great to be around. Like all of these colts, most of her training
has taken place behind a cow. She willingly crosses water, loads in a trailer, and stands to be shod. She tends to get a little antsy when
other horses leave her but responds well to being given a job. She is ready for an experienced rider to propel her into whatsoever future
her new owner may desire. Hunter has learned a lot on this filly and has done a great job taking the time needed to help her learn and
grow.
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Agape Brick Bueno

Brown Gelding
Foaled: 04/14/2015
Owner: Agape Boarding School

SWEET TO BEAT
(1975) 1106861
SWEETS LAST HURRAH
(1997) 35766170
LA TOYA
(1981) 1780366

POCO BUENO DIEGO
(1998) 37011221
POCO BUENO CARAT
(2005) 4660390
STARFIRE ANGLE
(1997) 3627380

HARD TO BEAT
(1966) 0401006
SWEETGUM
(1964) 0307053
SONNYS GALLANT MAN
(1977) 1266008
TOYA JO TWIST
(1969) 0629343
POCO OJOS GRANDE
(1969) 0634299
JESSIES VEGETAL
(1993) 3180691
SUNES DOUBLE SILK
(1992) 3130496
STARS WINGED GLORY
(1992) 3143419

Brick is just an awesome young gelding. He is very sharp looking and absolutely gentle. I really try not to “oversell” a horse but this
guy has really impressed me. He always travels with his head down and doesn’t seem to need anything but his rider. We have drug
calves at brandings and have used him all over the ranch and even rode him through a parade. Jordan has been nothing but consistent
with this horse and I could not be more pleased with the job he has done.
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Agape Sweet Sue

Dun Mare
Foaled: 04/30/2015
Owner: Agape Boarding School

POCO OJOS GRANDE
(1969) 0634299
POCO TOMS OJOS
(1995) 3422053
POCOS SKIP A LADY
(1983) 2056662

DOCS DRY CUTTER
(1986) 2501044
DOCS PRETTY DRY
(2009) 5221649
PRETTYCUTTER
(1997) 3595601

POCO BUENO
(1944) 0003044
WIMPY’S OJOS
(1954) 0045356
POCO BUENO TOM
(1967) 0474851
SKIP A TACK
(1974) 0999174
DRY DOC
(1968) 0549191
BILL’S VANETTE
(1972) 0872006
POCO JESS BLACKBURN
(1994) 3276969
CUTTER’S PRETTY
(1971) 0807628

Here is a nice young dun filly with everything needed to make a horse. She has good bone and foot and lots of muscle. She will watch a
cow and go all day. Sue has a scar on her left front cannon bone but is guaranteed sound; it has never bothered her. Although Sue can
have a little attitude she has displayed a high tolerance for the trial and errors our young men experience as they learn along side their
colts. She is very manageable and willing to please. We have drug logs and calves on this filly and she was ridden in our Walnut Festival Parade last fall as a two year old. Cutter has really enjoyed training and riding this filly and it has been a joy to watch him grow
and learn all along the way.
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Huckleberrydulce 101

Sorrell Stallion
Foaled: 04/16/2014
Owner: Agape Boarding School

SMART LITTLE LENA
(1979) 1565822
DULCES SMART LENA
(1998) 3660616
LITTLE BADGER DULCE
(1989) 2818289

HICKORY SAN BRAVO
(1992) 3136595
SANDY BADGER 101
(1997) 3573950
DOC GYPSY TIVIO
(1992) 3134766

DOC O’LENA
(1967) 0493297
SMART PEPPY
(1966) 0439891
PEPPY SAN BADGER
(1974) 1089924
SANDIA DULCE
(1974) 0996046
DOC HICKORY BADGER
(1985) 2443238
BRAVOS LEO BAR
(1985) 2586708
LUCKY BOTTOM TIVIO
(1986) 2507197
TOPSYS GYPSY LADY
(1979) 1528171

Huck is not a horse that we raised here at Agape. We purchased Huck as a yearling stallion from the noteworthy 101 Ranch in Dade County, MO. Our
intention was to use Huck as a breeding stallion in our program. He was a joy to start and train. He is very correct in his conformation, and his pedigree certainly speaks for itself. He has been friendly and easy to be around and fun to ride. The only reason why Huck is being offered in this sale is
because he just will not quite be tall enough for what we were wanting in our program. We gelded Huck about five months ago and he has adjusted
pretty well to his new life. He has never bred a mare but still acts like a little studdy from time to time. We have roped calves on Huck in the pasture
and in the branding pen and he definitely knows what a cow is. He is a little lazy at times but willing. Manuel is really learning a lot training this
horse and is doing a very good job.
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Agape Cutter Dandy

Black Mare
Foaled: 04/01/2015
Owner: Agape Boarding School

SWEET TO BEAT
(1975) 1106861
SWEETS LAST HURRAH
(1997) 3576170
LA TOYA
(1981) 1780366

BILLS POCO TONA
(1982) 2012902
CUTTER BILL CANDY
(2003) 4385830
TEJAS BLUE BELL
(1999) 3840459

HARD TO BEAT
(1966) 0401006
SWEETGUM
(1964) 0307053
SONNYS GALLANT MAN
(1977) 1266008
TOYA JO TWIST
(1969) 0629343
POCO PLAN
(1964) 0318815
BILL’S TONA
(1970) 0714646
MR LX
(1993) 3220311
PRETTY BUCKS SQUAW
(1995) 3387819

This is going to be a really solid mare one day. She has proven to be quite gentle and has expressed a desire to learn and a willingness to
please. She has the right kind of conformation and a good mind. We have drug calves to the fire with Dandy and have ridden her
through a parade. Chase knew nothing about horses when he came here but they are certainly a good fit for him; we are very pleased
with his work.
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Agape Poco Boots

Gelding
Foaled: 4/9/2014
Consigned by: Bryce King

CUTTER’S BLAKE
(1974) 1035565
CUTTERS BLAKE JUNIOR
(1998) 3702514
ROYAL CUTTERS LADY
(1987) 2585574

POCO JACINTO
(1997) 3594740
POCO JACINTO JOAN
(2003) 4463423
CUTTERS LEONA JOAN
(1975) 1159323

CUTTER BILL
(1955) 0053703
HOLLYWOOD BETSY
(1956) 0076257
ROYAL TONY JAZZ
(1967) 0523161
CUTTER’S SUNBURST
(1971) 0790284
POCO OJOS GRANDE
(1969) 0634299
TENINOS JACINTA
(1982) 1868548
CUTTER BILL
(1955) 0053703
LA VAN
(1959) 0113670

Hank is a gelding that we raised, started, and sold off the farm last year. We offer past buyers the opportunity to bring back horses purchased from us and consign them at our sale provided they have continued with their training.
“Hank” is a nice 4 year gelding. He is very willing to learn, and he picks up on new skills easily. He has a tendency to spook a little at
new things but always remains calm. He has a very smooth lope, and always picks up the correct lead when loping in circles. Has been
rode outside some, and will get many hours of outside riding before the sale. Will make a very nice horse someday, just needs a job.”
- Bryce.
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SFQH PRETTY KITTY

Palomino Mare
Foaled: 04/02/2014
Consigned by: Bryce King

POCO TOMS SMOKE
(1992) 3132947
TNA POCO RED MCCUE
(1997) 3555363
POCO MCCUES STAR
(1986) 2545227

HOW D BIG SHOT
(1980) 1591381
COKITTY BAILEY
(1998) 3732520
COQUITAKAT
(1984) 2209382

POCO BUENO TOM
(1967) 0474851
SON BEAM SUGAR
(1980) 1580333
DIAMOND N TEXAS
(1980) 1618408
POCO CHICKS
(1976) 1253728
TEE JAY ROMAN
(1974) 1008844
HOT SHOT CROTON
(1969) 0624633
MONTOYA TUFF
(1971) 0828224
RED’S BAY KITTEN
(1968) 0600746

Another young horse that we raised, started and sold off the farm that went on to do bigger things and brought back to sell at our sale.
“This filly is one of the best, if not the best all-around horses I have ever rode. I have put her through so much, and whether it be gathering cattle, sorting
bulls away from cows, roping limbs, standing in the saddle roping, riding bareback, dragging calves to the fire, or any job I might have to do I know I
can count on her to get the job done. She maintains the same docile attitude no matter the situation. She is very docile, but if you need anything extra she
definitely possesses it, but always settles back down after you are done. She also expresses a lot of cow and is very willing to work one. I do believe that
she could go any direction that someone wanted to take her.” - Bryce
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Agape Buffy Bueno

Chestnut Mare
Foaled: 04/23/2015
Consigned By: Caleb Polich

POCO OJOS GRANDE
(1969) 0634299
POCO TOMS OJOS
(1995) 3422053
POCOS SKIP A LADY
(1983) 2056662

BILLS POCO TONA
(1982) 2012902
STARFIRE TONA
(2002) 4262504
STARS WINGED GLORY
(1992) 3143419

POCO BUENO
(1944) 0003044
WIMPY’S OJOS
(1954) 0045356
POCO BUENO TOM
(1967) 0474851
SKIP A TACK
(1974) 0999174
POCO PLAN
(1964) 0318815
BILL’S TONA
(1970) 0714646
KINGS STARFIRE
(1986) 2491755
DOMINOS DUSKY DELL
(1989) 2828737

Caleb fell in love with this young filly right away when he came to Agape. He rode her while he was here as a student and he purchased her when he
finished the program. Buffy is a very athletic and gentle filly with lots of cow sense. Caleb was certainly one of the better trainers that we have had
come through our program. He took her home and continued training her and has now brought her back to consign her to our sale. You can be sure
that this filly is well trained. She has been in a parade and has been around ropes a good deal.
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Cutter Sonrise

Palomino Stallion
Foaled: 04/05/2015
Owner: Agape Boarding School

CUTTER’S BLAKE
(1974) 1035565
CUTTERS BLAKE JUNIOR
(1998) 3702514
ROYAL CUTTERS LADY
(1987) 2585574

BILL THE CUTTER
(1975) 1129067
CUTTER BILL JESSICA
(2007) 5034591
JESSICA JAMIE
(1996) 3475437

CUTTER BILL
(1955) 0053703
HOLLYWOOD BETSY
(1956) 0076257
ROYAL TONY JAZZ
(1967) 0523161
CUTTER’S SUNBURST
(1971) 0790284
CUTTER BILL
(1955) 0053703
MISS BADGE 101
(1955) 0055009
POCO DIEGOS JESSIE
(1991) 2990432
CUTTER’S PRETTY
(1971) 0807628

We knew that this little horse was going to be a handful when we weaned him from his mother. He was always a little harder to work
with than the rest. However, when he decided to come around, he proved to be a top notch young gelding. This is a sure enough ranch
horse. When you sit on this horse you know that you are mounted. We have drug logs on this colt and roped calves in the branding pen
and have even ridden him along with the others to town to get a cherry limeade from Sonic. Ian has made himself a real hand with a
horse, and I cannot help but smile as I watch him train Caspar.
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Agape Poco Nipper

Sorrell Gelding
Foaled: 04/02/2015
Owner: Agape Boarding School

POCO OJOS GRANDE
(1969) 0634299
POCO TOMS OJOS
(1995) 3422053
POCOS SKIP A LADY
(1983) 2056662

BRIGHT GORDO
(1975) 1154760
CEE HEART BRIGHT
LEO
(1998) 1154760
RUBY TOMASINA
(1982) 1865070

POCO BUENO
(1944) 0003044
WIMPY’S OJOS
(1954) 0045356
POCO BUENO TOM
(1967) 0474851
SKIP A TACK
(1974) 0999174
BRIGHT RED
(1956) 0082747
MISS DALE WOLF
(1958) 0082135
MISTER RUBY BAR
(1968) 0564613
SILVER TOMASINA
(1977) 1322055

I believe that this will be a big gelding. He has a lot of bone and good feet. He may be one of the plainer looking colts offered in this
sale but he is one of the more solid colts. He has seen lots of miles outside and definitely likes the trails and the ranch life. He stands
great to be shod and not much spooks this horse. John has done nothing but impressed us with his try and his courage that he has
shown when working with these horses.
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SFQH Poco Blue Katy

Blue Roan Mare
Foaled: 04/07/2011
Owner: Agape Boarding School

POCO TOMS SMOKE
(1992) 3132947
TNA POCO RED MCCUE
(1997) 3555363
POCO MCCUES STAR
(1986) 2545227

MY KING HICKORY
(1986) 2481251
KING HICKORYS KITTEN
(2003) 4447170
STAR KITTEN BAILEY
(1996) 3478155

POCO BUENO TOM
(1967) 0474851
SON BEAM SUGAR
(1980) 1580333
DIAMOND N TEXAS
(1980) 1618408
POCO CHICKS
(1976) 1253728
DOCS HICKORY
(1973) 0919616
OUR LUCKY KAY
(1976) 1215066
HOW D BIG SHOT
(1980) 1591381
COQUITA KAT
(1984) 2209382

Windy is the oldest horse in our sale. She is a big, stout blue roan mare. We originally had decided to keep Windy as a broodmare. She
went through our training program a few years ago and then we turned her out to raise babies. After two years of coming back open we
put her back in the training program and decided to sell her. She has been examined by the vet and no reason could be found for her to
not be able to breed. She carries a scar on her back but is absolutely unaffected by it. We have roped several calves in the pasture on her
and several in the branding pen. She has a big motor but stays calm in any situation. Bryan came to us with prior experience and is
really doing a good job with this mare.
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Agape Poco Petals

Bay Mare
Foaled: 05/9/2015
Owner: Agape Boarding School

SWEET TO BEAT
(1975) 1106861
SWEETS LAST HURRAH
(1997) 35766170
LA TOYA
(1981) 1780366

POCO DIEGOS JESSIE
(1991) 2990432
JESSIE TWO POCO
(1996) 3505771
CRICKET D TWO
(1974) 1059932

HARD TO BEAT
(1966) 0401006
SWEETGUM
(1964) 0307053
SONNYS GALLANT MAN
(1977) 1266008
TOYA JO TWIST
(1969) 0629343
POCO DIEGO 007
(1965) 0399601
JESSICA JIMMY
(1969) 0620234
TWO D TWO
(1957) 0064808
CO CRI PA FE
(1961) 0291665

This mare is arguably one of the prettier fillies offered in our sale. She can be a little watchy but has proven very willing to please. She
is a very athletic mare and has a lot of heart. She’s spent lots of time around cattle and on the trail. She seems content by herself or with
the bunch. Much success is expected of this filly in the right hands. Russ was very new to the horse world but has a tremendous eagerness to learn and really has focused on his job with this filly.
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Agape Two D Rio

Palomino Gelding
Foaled: 04/19/2014
Owner: Agape Boarding School

SWEET TO BEAT
(1975) 1106861
SWEETS LAST HURRAH
(1997) 35766170
LA TOYA
(1981) 1780366

DOCS SNOOPY MO
(1986) 2520269
MISS TWO D BARS
(1994) 3283793
CRICKET D TWO
(1974) 1059932

HARD TO BEAT
(1966) 0401006
SWEETGUM
(1964) 0307053
SONNYS GALLANT MAN
(1977) 1266008
TOYA JO TWIST
(1969) 0629343
DOCS SNOOPY
(1977) 1279582
LUCKY MISS ARROW
(1973) 0931423
TWO D TWO
(1957) 0064808
CO CRI PA FE
(1961) 0291665

This palomino gelding was a slow grower and therefore was started a year later than the rest of these. He is really coming along nicely
and his maturity level has proven to be beneficial to his training. He bucked a little at first but quickly came around to the program. He
seems content on the trail and enjoys whatever work we have for him to do. Not a lot spooks this gelding and he can go all day. The
boy that was riding Rio has recently left the colt class and Rio is currently being ridden by one of the instructors.
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Dudley

Foaled: 2014
Owner: Agape Ranch

Occasionally we will pick up a young grade quarter horse type
gelding to give more boys an opportunity to participate in our
colt training program. Dudley is one of those such horses. He
is a four year old gelding with an unknown pedigree but a lot of
presence. Dudley is big, leggy, and good looking. He really
can cover some country and look good doing it. He is definitely
a ranch horse prospect but has the ability to go several directions. Paul’s past experience with horses and his desire to learn
and train have really made this horse into a nice young gelding
with a great future.
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Agape Lil Angel

16

Squanto

Foaled: 2014
Owner: Agape Ranch

This is another grade gelding that we picked up to add to our
program. Squanto is a nice size four year old paint colt with a
lot of flash and a great mind. He has very good solid feet that
probably would never need a shoe. He is easy to catch and
seems to enjoy human company. Squanto has been in our parade and ridden all over the ranch Carter has taken lots of time
with this horse and really strives to do a good job in every aspect of his training.
Sorrell Mare
Foaled: 06/08/2015
Owner: Agape Boarding School

CUTTER RAGS
(1975) 1143437
CUTTER BILL SAN
(1998) 3693383
SMOOTH CUTTER SAN
(1986) 2515463

BILL THE CUTTER
(1975) 1129067
CUTTERS CHOICE
(2007) 5011025
CEE CUTTERS JOY
(1990) 3056372

CUTTER BILL
(1955) 0053703
DIXIE GRICE
(1962) 0191726
BILLS SAN
(1975) 1145540
SMOOTH N TUFF
(1980) 1620838
CUTTER BILL
(1955) 0053703
MISS BADGE 101
(1955) 0055009
CUTTERS CEE BEE
(1979) 1485692
HANDFUL O JOY
(1979) 1677641

Little Angel is the smallest horse in our sale but is really pretty. She has been very trainable and willing to do most anything with a
pleasant attitude. She is 37 1/2% Cutter Bill which is fairly rare to find at her age. We have drug logs behind her and drug some calves
at brandings. She definitely does not believe that she is a small horse. She was ridden in the parade last fall and is willing to go where
she is pointed. Nelson has thoroughly enjoyed his experience of training this filly. He genuinely works at doing a good job and has
learned a great deal.

Notes

What Should I Expect From An Agape Horse?
(at time of sale)

















A horse that is healthy and sound
A horse that is used to being tied at a hitching rail
A horse that leads well
A horse that stands to be saddled
A horse that stands to be mounted
A horse that loads well in a trailer
A horse that is not barn sour or spoiled
A horse that walks, trots, lopes, stops, and turns left and right
A horse that is respectful
A horse that has been and can be shod all the way around
A horse that crosses water
A horse that has been exposed to cattle and ranch work
A horse that has been exposed to ropes and tarps
A horse that has been through the “hard part” of training
A horse that has been ridden more “outside” than in an arena or round-pen.
A horse that has been fairly and honestly represented

What Should I Not Expect From An Agape Horse?
(at time of sale)










A horse that is kid-broke (even though it was broke by a kid)
A horse that is bomb proof (though our colts may seem gentler than most, no colt should be considered
bomb proof)
A horse that is finished
A horse that is professionally trained
A horse that lopes perfect circles
A horse that always takes the correct lead
A horse that makes no mistakes
A horse that would be a good choice for a beginner
A horse that can sit idle for a long period of time and maintain its training

Thank You for Your Support of Our Boys
and Their Colts!
Agape Ranch
12998 E. 1430 Rd.
Stockton, MO 65785

agapeboardingschool.org

